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Editors’ Welcome

Greetings!
Welcome to our very special ‘Aspects Edition’, aka, ‘Issue Five’ of The Bangor Literary
Journal.
What a fabulous journal we have for you this issue. Our main feature showcases the
winners of this year’s Bangor Poetry Competition, which is now in its sixth year. Read this
year’s winning poem ’47 Love’ by Mary Charteris and all the other placed, highly
commended and commended poems here.
In addition to this, we have been lucky enough to chat with and interview renowned
Canadian poet Chad Norman, during his UK and Irish tour; the highly accomplished poet
Shelley Tracey as she launches her new collection; the acclaimed poet Katie Donovan,
involved with Fired! at Aspects; celebrated playwright and writer Rosemary Jenkinson; the
brilliantly vivacious artist Debra Wenlock and finally, the multi-talented musician and actress
Donna Kernan!
And as if this was not enough for you, we put out a call for work on the theme of ‘Aspects’
and in this issue, you will find the hand-picked work that was selected on this theme:
photography, poetry and flash fiction.
There’s even a book review on The Holywood Writers’ new anthology ‘A Field of Stars’ for
you to enjoy.
We really love to spoil you! But then again, we are celebrating the 2018 Aspects Literary
Festival- so any excuse!

Until next time….

Amy and Paul
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Winners
Feature
The Bangor Poetry
Competition
In its sixth year, the Bangor Poetry Competition has strived to bring a new perspective to the
traditional concept of poetry competitions! This year we received 270 entries on the theme
of ‘LOVE’ and these were read by The Bangor Literary Journal editorial team. They were
then whittled down to 66 shortlisted entries which were selected to be displayed at The
Blackberry Path Art Studios in Bangor, Co Down, Northern Ireland.
Each shortlisted poet was given the task of handwriting and signing their poem and getting
it ready to be displayed as part of the exhibition that is part of Aspects Literary Festival.
Some poets chose to go down the minimalist path and handwrote their poem and framed it,
while some poets collaborated with an artist who added an illustration; while some tried
their hand at both aspects!
Once the poems were received, from as far away as South Africa, Australia and America,
plus throughout the UK and Ireland, they were each allocated a number. The displayed
poems spanned over three floors of the studios and it was then up to members of the public
to vote on their top three poems over a period of one month. This had to be done in person
as a physical vote, and some readers came back on several occasions to reread the work
before selecting.
The most exciting aspect of this competition is that it is not a panel of judges that make the
final decision, but rather the people themselves, from all walks of life, with a multitude of
backgrounds, experiences and tastes. Each year, we never know who is going to win!
The process of allocating votes is this: First choices receive 3 points, second choices receive
two points and third choices receive one point. Once the votes are tallied; we can then see
our winner. We have fifteen placed poems- First to fifth place , five highly commended and
five commended pieces, which you shall be able to read here.
This year’s overall winner was Mary Charteris with her highly emotive poem ’47 Love’ and
Norman Meharry took Runner up with ‘Mammalia’. We really hope you enjoy reading the
pieces.
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Overall Winner

Mary Charteris

Mary Charteris is a retired 59 year old Physiotherapist. Since the recent and sudden death of
her father, she has become the main carer for her sister with Down Syndrome. Her sister
inspired her to write her award-winning poem ’47 LOVE’. She is originally from Belfast, but
her heart is in the beautiful coastal town of Donaghadee. Mary has never entered a
competition before and wouldn't have, had it not been for the encouragement from the
writing group that she recently joined.
Mary has always loved poetry and words, as did her late dad and mum, both of whom recited and wrote many poems. She only learned recently that her grandmother was a performance poet-so the love of poetry would seem to be in her DNA!
Poetry has been a great vehicle in many ways, that has opened new doors to Mary, letting in
light, life and hope- as she has been processing her recent losses and adapting to her utterly
changed life.
Mary explains the inspiration behind her award-winning poem ‘47 LOVE’ :
The number 47 is genetically significant in Down Syndrome. It is that extra chromosome AKA
Extra ‘body of colour’ that gives those beautifully distinctive features in people born with
Down’s. This wonderful world of 47 has been further highlighted to me in the last 2 months,
as I have recently become the main carer for my beloved sister who displays this extra ‘body
of colour’ after the very sudden and unexpected passing of our father, who cared for my
sister amazingly right to the very end. So, 47 LOVE was ‘birthed’ to celebrate people with
Down’s Syndrome and those who have pioneered, like my late mother and father, and those
who continue to push boundaries to integrate people with Down’s Syndrome into their local
communities.
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Winning Poem

47 LOVE

Living
with Down’s
in Down
Almost a perfect match
Except
For that Extra
Body of Colour
Latching…
Catching
Your eye…
And
your
heart.
You note
the designer’s hands
And re-cognise
the Father’s Plan
beyond the disability
and into the ability
To teach... …reach us
With lessons so profound...
His treasures
Come in many guises
To surprise us...
re-configure
and re-mind us
Of the special wonders
Our mis-understanding to confound…
So,
Whatever
Your challenge
Whatever
Your pain
Re-frame
Your situation
New revelation obtain...
47 LOVE

by Mary Charteris
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Runner Up

Norman Meharry

Norrie was once a local government worker, now at home owing to health reasons and
enjoying it. Addicted to creative writing classes and workshops, short stories and verse are
his particular interest, though he reads widely, everything and anything. A recent high point
for Norman was learning to play tunes on a ukulele; while a recent low point was being
asked to sit and just watch at Ulster Orchestra's Come & Play Open Day.
Norman explains the inspiration behind writing ‘Mammalia’:
My cat verses are not merely about a lost kitten, but the creature is a metaphor for LOVE,
that is joy & pain in equal measures, as it is by its very nature. And also, how Love enters us
when in situations as Compassion for the helpless, the underdog, the disadvantaged. This
Love was once thought a uniquely Human capacity but no longer as we understand better
other life forms with which we share the planet. It seems mammals have in common just
about all traits and attributes. (Any farmer knows the personality of each and every cow he
owns.) So, empathy is a terrible inevitability.
I strive to write verse that largely comes to its reader at a first reading. Yes, it may have
shadows & depths but there should be enough in a cursory read to leave a distinct impression.
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Runner Up

Mammalia

It’s a yellow kitten to which she won’t be kind
dashing from our dark garden and bitter cold
into the patio door slamming in its face
a face of seal pup eyes
its lean body a low torpedo ever crouching
tail a sleek rudder
Meowing silent movies through the glass
Eyes that hurt Eyes believing in us
Only compassion can salve the pain it knows
Out of the dark its body glows beyond the window
returning our room’s spilled light
And I can’t over-rule her hardness of heart
She never liked a cat So I return to stare
before a computer and consider who out there
is being kind to our scattered children?
I will sleep the broken sleep on that.

by Norman Meharry
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Third Place

Ann Marie Foster

Ann Marie Foster a journalist and newsreader with the BBC in Belfast. She writes creatively in her
spare time – poetry and plays – because they allow her to use adjectives and tell the back stories
behind the news. She has had poems published in the CAP anthologies in 2016/17 and 2017/18, The
Bangor Literary Journal and a short play in The Incubator. She lives locally by the sea, with her
family.
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Third Place

Daisies

Right into my heart, she digs
Muscle and vein
It’s a physical thing.
I feel her fingers on my skin.
Gentle, devastating.
She has changed
Everything.
Her fingers skim the daisies
Which have opened their petals to her,
My sun,
And rest on mine as we watch the bees
And the generations melt
And connect
And make sense.
And I can release my anger
Because I know that she
And her mother
Will feel it too.
by Ann Marie Foster
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Fourth Place

Marion McDowell

Originally from Juneau, Alaska, Marion McDowell came to Northern Ireland on a foreign exchange in the early 90s and ended up staying for good because the weather was so nice. She
is both freelance scriptwriter and software consultant: walking the line between logic and
creativity and constantly hoping not to fall into the alligator pit of Not Enough Time. She is a
happy slave to any passing kitten, partial to an Aperol Spritz, and thinks Timothy Dalton was
the best Bond. Marion stopped answering questions about her age when she hit 35 and
lives in Belfast.
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Fourth Place

Dandelion Prayer

Let me be no hothouse flower
full of heady promise
that expires at the first hint of frost.
Let me be a dandelion
sunny of spirit, tenacious of life,
my very nature a healing tonic to all who drink me in
no thorns, nor nettle-sting when adversity strikes
only a bright delight
that I am still here
and smiling at you
And when I come to my end of days
if I have offered any kindness, any joy
let it root deep and multiply
let it send a thousand hardy seeds
to spread, oh, everywhere
Like a dandelion

by Marion McDowell
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Fifth Place

Brian McGettrick

I was privileged to have my first collection of poems, ‘Everything Else We Must Endure',
published by Sunnyoutside Press in 2011 (www.sunnyoutside.com). This was followed by
the broadside ‘A Simple Exchange’ published by the Kircubbin based Ten Point Press
(http://www.tenpointdesign.com/press/publishing.htm). My work has appeared in print
and online since 2005, highlights include featured poet in The Stinging Fly with follow up
appearances in that publication as well as Poetry Salzburg Review, Obsessed With Pipework, Open Wide Magazine and Dwang, a journal from Tangerine Press.
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Fifth Place

the fall of folly

these changing times
are changing me
my heart once braced
by your particular brand of ache
is loosened
you were always better
in my dreams

by Brian McGettrick
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Highly Commended
Blue Moon

Trish Bennett
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Highly Commended
Hearth (For Rhonda)

Glen Wilson

Hearth
For Rhonda
I make a fire for you,
clean the grate
so fresh air can circulate,
lay kindling sticks
for a solid base, rip
firelighters into sugar
cubed accelerants.
I run the red head
of the match along
the striking surface,
it sparks then flares.
I let it come
towards my fingertips
press it to the ready pyre,
watch it tremble
and catch hold.
I add the coals
so the young flame
smokes, burns for longer.
All is ash eventually,
lets not waste our time
being cold.
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Highly Commended
Do I Love You?

Anchal Ashi Baniparsadh

I do not love you
So don’t even try to think for a single moment that
I love you
..No matter what happens
Because.. at the end of it all
The bond we share undoubtedly means nothing to me
And it’s pointless being dishonest to myself and saying that
There’s something about you that creates special warm feelings that
persistently invade my soul
Because.. I will not deny the reality that
Your love means absolutely nothing to me
And no amount of convincing will ever make me believe that
You deserve to be loved
Because.. no matter what
You are not worth being loved
And under no circumstances will I ever accept that
There is something within me that pines for your love
Because.. at every thought of you
I ask myself.. how can I ever love you?
(Now start reading from the bottom)
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Highly Commended
Missing You

Maurice Devitt

And sometimes,
when the sudoku of sleep
eludes me, I tip-toe naked
through the darkened kitchen,
empty glass in hand,
hoping to retrieve water
without waking the security light
on the perimeter wall.
The electrician said
it’s very sensitive to movement
and, if disturbed, will bathe the house
in a warm white light it must have slept right through
the night you left.
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Highly Commended
The Coming of a Child

Janice Booth

Oh mother me, do not separate us yet a while…

For from watery dreams I arrive bewildered
For I come through a rent in the fabric of before
For I am your small child of the un-particular
For now I am time-ticked
For deciphering me begins with looking
For you sound my name
For your calling tethers me
For you say I am like this one or that one.
For my blood is your blood
For my bud fingers grapple with air
For you touch my face and I feel the script of your life
For I am new minted on the forehead with a kiss
For I awake to a mother’s milky love
For I know a father’s deep gaze
For I am

without lines

For you peer so closely you miss the all of me
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Commended
Selfie

Laura Cameron

I am the bridge between the two:
my father, bundled, cold, in layers;
my daughter, bare-throated (won’t be told!).
I am the bridge between the two stretching different ways, different days,
reaching towards that stream of light
on his chair by the window;
leaning closely in with her
who shines like always.
I am the bridge between the two.
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Commended
Knitting

Robin Holmes

In your cupboard, amidst
the acquired detritus of ninety years,
a ball of wool, navy blue and
starling speckled.
A Valentine’s heart
pierced by two needles.
Each evening,
after a frugal tea,
you sat, with a widow’s silence
knitting stitches, casting on,
knitting stitches, casting on,
knitting stitches, casting on;
the snick of needles,
regular as a loom.
Your hands then,
arthritic, hacked and calloused,
yet each pendulum evening
was measured out by inches,
until a lengthening
snake of a scarf touched the floor.
You produced scarves
for those you loved;
distributing them, as if
The Queen, on a Maundy Thursday,
until one evening
you put the wool down, forever.
When was that?
Your mind seemed to enter a tunnel,
dense with mist, with fog.
Your life got stuck
in reverse gear.
We heard the rasping of clutch plates
and feared, as your coordination collapsed;
the slow disintegration of
an ordered world.
And so you spent
the next decade
knitting memories,
giving us sepia toned scarf stories
to keep the cold away.
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Commended
The Captain’s Daughter

Iain Campbell

I saw a woman once,
across the moonlit barracks square
in dirndl skirt and loose tied scarf
and tousled auburn hair.
(Someone said she was the Captain's daughter);
and I wondered what on earth
was she doing standing there.
Her right hand, tightly clenched,
held a tattered docket;
her other, hidden deep,
deep within a pocket;
while low around her neck there swung,
a slender silver locket.
I turned to check the mess hall,
its doors flung open wide,
where, beneath the moon, the waning moon;
the songs and curses spilled out from inside.
(I heard them shout the Captain's order);
but in the din I couldn't tell
exactly what they cried.
And yet she waited there, upon the square,
it's frosty cobbles hard and grey,
Perhaps she'd come to claim a promise sworn,
one sultry summer's day.
(She waited, and the night drew in about her)
then in the lamplight, grasped a tiny hand;
and slowly walked away.
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Commended
Message from the North

Mairi McCurdy

We are drawn shorewards
through ravaged machair
past the fallout of vacant bivalves
bones of hawthorn bend inland
pointing us away
from the ends of the earth.
But we stay –
to pick our way through salt-bleached pine,
forsaken silicon, uncoupled Nike
strangled with bladderwrack.
Your hand steadies as I stoop
to lift a bottle,
white as cataracts.
The tiny scroll inside
guards a message from the north
dropped off an icy stern
by a lonely hand

telling me to keep holding yours.
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Commended
A lacing of love

Ruth Foy

Pianist’s hands though he never played
artist’s hands though he never painted
made for lacing through another’s
though he stopped lacing mine long ago.
Held tight, they latched
when crossing roads, or
walking through some dark
lane on a starless, moonless night.
Now they trace shell-pink nails
touch a softer, younger hand
but I feel them still, curled
like a clam around mine.
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Highly Commended

Trish Bennett

Trish Bennett dabbled for years before ‘coming out’ as a writer. Nowadays, her family are
afraid to open their mouths around her for fear she’ll turn it into something. Bennett won
the Leitrim Guardian Literary Award for poetry in 2017 & 2018, was Commended in the
Forty Words Competition by The Bangor Literary Journal (2018), Shortlisted for the North
West Words / Donegal Creameries 2017 Poetry Competition and long listed for the “Over
the Edge ‘New Writer of the Year Award” in 2013. She is working on her first anthology of
poetry. Facebook: Trish Bennett Writer. Twitter: @baabennett

Highly Commended

Glen Wilson

Glen Wilson lives in Portadown, Co Armagh with his wife and children. He has been
widely published having work in The Honest Ulsterman, Iota, Southword and The Incubator
Journal amongst others. In 2014 he won the Poetry Space competition and was shortlisted
for the Wasafiri New Writing Prize. He was joint third in the 2016 Donegal Creameries/Aurivo Poetry Competition. He won the Seamus Heaney Award for New Writing 2017 for his
Poem The Lotus Gait.

Highly Commended

Anchal Baniparsadh

Anchal Baniparsadh is a 35 year old South African-born female of Indian descent, a
businesswoman and a first time poet who has a keen interest in writing.

Highly Commended

Maurice Devitt

Winner of the 2015 Trocaire/Poetry Ireland Competition, he has been runner-up or
shortlisted in Listowel, Cuirt, Patrick Kavanagh, Interpreter’s House and Cork Literary
Review. He is a poet of international breadth, having had poems published in the UK, US,
India, Romania, Australia and Mexico, and representing Ireland at the Berryman Conference
in Minneapolis, and at the Poets in Transylvania Festival. He is also the curator of the Irish
Centre for Poetry Studies site, a founder member of the Hibernian Writers’ Group and has a
debut collection upcoming from Doire Press in 2018.

Highly Commended

Janice Booth

Janice Booth is an acupuncturist, a keen runner and writes to make sense of life. Much of
her writing begins as a diary entry. She is a member of a local writer’s group in Swindon and
participates in open mic events. She has had a small number of successes with competitions
and publications.
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Commended

Laura Cameron

Laura Cameron’s poems have been published in local anthologies including Between Light
and the Half Light and On the Grass When I Arrive. Laura was long-listed twice for the
Seamus Heaney Award for New Writing. She founded The Dead Shy Poets’ Society, meeting
weekly in Belfast to share poetry aloud.

Commended
Robin Holmes
Robin Holmes is a retired former social worker who worked for many years in the Mental
health sector. He studied English Literature and Philosophy at the New University of Ulster
before moving into social work. He is a member of The Flowerfield Writer’s Group and has
had poetry published in various journals and more recently in the CAP’s Poetry in Motion
annual publication. He is a keen guitarist and photographer.

Commended
Iain Campbell
Iain Campbell is grew up in Holywood, before heading to Edinburgh to study Structural Engineering. His poetry is inspired by his love of the landscape, the sea and sailing; his poems
are almost always a tale of someone he has met, or of journeys he has undertaken. He is an
avid rugby fan and wrote the poem voice-over for Ulster Rugby’s 2016 promo video, “The
16th Man” which featured on the big screen throughout that season. He has been a regular
entrant in the Aspects Festival Bangor Poetry Competition, achieving recognition as both
runner up and highly commended.

Commended
Mairi McCurdy
Belfast born writer, Mairi McCurdy, has been teaching and writing since her return to the
Province after working in Europe and China. She is an active member of the ‘Writers at
Coney’ group, writing poetry, short stories and young adult fiction. She received Arts Council
funding to support the completion of a novel for middle grade children; was shortlisted in
the Francis MacManus short story competition 2017 (the story was broadcast on RTE radio
1) and most recently won first place in the British Council’s Commonwealth Class teachers’
short story competition. Her current project is a novel for young adults set in Germany, but
she remains inspired by the beautiful Mourne Mountains, where she lives with her husband
and two children.

Commended
Ruth Foy
Ruth has recently taken up writing poetry and attended a couple of leisure-type creative
writing classes. She has been fortunate to have had 2 poems recently short
listed for the Bridport Prize 2017 judged by Lemn Sissay.
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Featured Artist
Debra Wenlock

Biography
Debra’s artwork is a patchwork of themes and media tied together by the thread of a joyfully saturated colour palette. She moves towards her own form of contemporary pointillism
and intuitive abstraction, giving local landmarks a visual twist. Debra is equally at home
painting commissioned portraits, animals and vintage cars! She has a strong interest in local
history too, which has been illuminated in collections of paintings based on the historic Ards
TT races and the Titanic’s Belfast Beginnings.
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Great to chat with you Debra. As a painter, it is clear that you enjoy colour, vibrancy and
pattern. Have you always been influenced by these elements? When did you first have the
desire to become a painter?
I have been greedy for colour since childhood - I was fascinated by my mother’s watercolour
box and those jewel-like pans of pure colour within. I soon discovered that my over-enthusiastic mixing created many shades of brown, which was disappointing, as it was the purity of
colour against the white enamel box that
I liked. I studied textile design as I loved
playing with pattern and colour, though
drawing and detail always accompanied
me. I approached textiles through painting. Now I carry rhythmic pattern and
heightened hues into my art.
Over the years I’ve found inspiration in
the decorative works of Klimt and the
textile-soaked paintings of Matisse. David Hockney’s colourful depictions of
Yorkshire lend me permission to see the
full spectrum beyond the green of an
Irish landscape. I feel that I’m stepping
into my full vibrance at last.
‘Blue Wonder’

Tell us a little bit about the process of creating an individual piece.
My process these days is to start with intuitive freedom! Not to let my thinking brain get too
involved. I place a rainbow of lovely vibrant colours on my palette and I select with abandon, yet keep my colours clean! I just want to enjoy myself at this stage, daub away and see
what emerges. I have found, through teaching, that I thrive when working with an audience
- I love to demonstrate! Strangely I paint much more quickly and with less inhibition, when I
have witnesses. Sometimes a theme or
a scene emerges or will maybe suggest
itself to me later. Other times I will
begin with the structure of reality as a
starting point and let my colour sense
and playful brush marks add decorative
elements. Paintings are completed
through a more contemplative period in
my studio. Limiting perfectionism to a
minimum, as far as I can.
Debra, demonstrating for Kilmood
Art Club
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As a professional artist living and working in Northern Ireland, what are the biggest challenges that you face?
For me the biggest challenge is living remotely from my family. This is my 25th year in
County Down and I still love the feeling of freedom that I get from seeing the sea every day.
Yet I can’t just call round for a cup of tea with my parents. When I’m invited to exhibit at
events in England the cost of ferry and accommodation really eat into the potential profits.
So that’s definitely an inhibiting effect of location this side of the Irish Sea.
On a more positive note, what do you
love about the Northern Irish Art scene?
It is very encouraging to see the local
borough realising the value of cultural
activities. With the Aspects, Open House
and Creative Peninsula festivals thriving
show how the arts scene is beginning to
take off. I have found artists here are so
friendly, supportive and helpful. Seacourt Print Workshop in particular was a
haven for me when I found myself transitioning from textile designer to artist. I
love the amazing work they do to promote and encourage art at all levels in
the community. I am also extremely
grateful for the

‘Quay Street Bangor’

chance to have my own art window of the seafront at Bangor, in my Purple Pod. It has been
an interesting experience and I am once again bringing my art and design to decorate products like mugs and jewellery.
I believe that being an incomer makes me more aware of this place’s natural beauty, to see
things with fresh eyes. I haven’t been here long enough to take any of it for granted!
Throughout your career, what have been your biggest highlights or most memorable moments?
I published a book of my series of paintings of the Ards
Tourist Trophy races in 2003 to coincide with an exhibition in Ards Arts Centre. I had a sell-out show in Dublin’s
Phoenix Park Visitor Centre where the Office of Public
Works bought most of the paintings for the Irish State and commissioned some more. A dream come true.
Fabulously Tranquil
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Debra, have you any events or exhibitions coming up that we would be interested in hearing about?
I have to admit I have nothing organised - But I am determined that 2019 is the
time for a new exhibition
and it’s about to start
thinking about another
book. I’m planning to run
painting classes from my
home in Princetown Road
eventually, but I will start
with some at the Pod. “Fun
with Acrylics” is my working title… I would love to
work with artists keen to
dismiss perfectionism and
engage with joyful colour –
Magical Mount Stewart
to play with paint. I have an
urge to become more three dimensional and so I am also committing to entering a sculpture
for the Form exhibition in Bangor Castle Walled Garden in 2019.

You can visit Debra’s studio and view her work in person:
Debra Wenlock Art, Debra Wenlock | Purple Pod 1,
Queen’s Parade, Bangor
To find out more about Debra and view her range of
paintings, greetings cards, prints and jewellery, visit
her website:
www.debrawenlock.co.uk
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Review
By Roy Uprichard

‘A Field of Stars’
The Holywood Writers’
Anthology

On Thursday 4th October in Hollywood Library, between 6:30 and 8:00 pm, Holywood
Writers launch their new anthology of poetry and prose, ‘A Field of Stars.’ Priced at £5.00,
all profits will be donated to the N.I. Children’s Hospice and the North Down based charity,
Aimee’s Hope.
Bookending this collection are poems of courage and compassion: Thomas Elliot’s battle-cry,
‘Tree’, in tribute to those wading through rivers of difficulty, and Robert Kirk’s, ‘A Frog in
Winter,’ where he cradles an early arrival, placing, ‘it in a womb of leaves,’ whispering, ‘wait
’til daffodil trumpets bloom.’
From start to finish we are in safe hands. And in between, 44 other pieces of page-turning
delight: meditations on nature, such as Lesley Dowd’s, ‘Drumalis,’ ‘where ancient ash trees,’
and, ‘wind bent blackthorn,’ make way for the house, ‘Still standing sentinel.’ Or, Nigel
Killops’ gaze over a wintry Belfast, as, ‘a snowy peak sparkles, like sugar -more Davos, less
Divis.’ Confident starts. Assured touches.
Heather Lowry muses on the fragility, the brevity of life, avian and other, where a swift, our
symbol of summer freedom, lies still, even as, ‘pearl white swans take flight … their chevron
dart a double joy.’
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Meditations on time and loss follow, in Christine Leckey’s tender, ‘Blooms Day,’ then, in, ‘A
Grateful Patient, a shot of hope still, where a nurse brings, ‘A touch, a smile, and her
promise, (better than Coldplay’s) 'to fix me.’
Gaynor Kane chooses, ‘The Railings at Strandburn,’ which frame snapshot moments in a
loved one’s life - and her strength. Both of them strong standing, ’the test of time.’
Roy W Taylor’s college reunion in, ‘About Time 1,’ brings the sweet melancholy, ‘of wistful
dreams sitting by the Cam,’ as he reflects on how aspiration becomes experience, in a life well
lived.
Roy Uprichard’s ‘Driving to Mouzos,’ echoes this autumnal theme in Northern Spain, as
swallows skim the road ahead: 'Soon they’ll leave, towing the dreams of summer south.’
As an antidote to wistful remembrance, Veronika van Duin brings us her, ‘Exhortation to the
Plugged-in Generation’ (and to us all) - a missive to live in the present, in the power of now,
where, ‘every moment is newly minted,’ full of, ‘everyday miracles.’
Isabella Whelan Wagner ponders on love: blind, then lost. Carole Bowden tenderly highlights
the little kindnesses that mean so much, in, ‘Lucky Green Pyjamas.’ And David McCormick’s wit
and whimsy move into rich insight as we peer out through two sets of eyes that see worlds of
difference from the same, misted carriage window.
The fresh minted writing continues, as, with Sandra Griffiths, we are taught to live, love, and
embrace the new, through her, ‘Every Deaf Child.’ ‘Bubbling with sounds, he takes out his iPad,
taps out the news - he is learning to dance … now I must learn to sign.’
In conclusion, John D Thompson’s witty ‘Crossword Fever,’ describes a world, a place,
‘where ambitious solvers have nothing to lose but their addiction to words.’
This is a collection to spend time with, as you would with friends.
However, may these writers never lose their benign addiction to words. And with John, even
though we, ‘miss the last train to Holywood,’ may we also, ‘receive a lift home from a kind
friend; and watch another sunset,’ then sleep well, ‘to wake up and start again.’
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Keith Sheridan

Poetry

Keith Sheridan is a writer from Dublin in the Republic of Ireland, currently living in Paris. He
hold an M.Phil in Creative Writing from Trinity College Dublin.
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Vertigo
I could never tell her
how I still see you on me
like the faded ink
of the stamp on my wrist.
I remember vertigo,
I was so afraid.
I have forgotten how
to be afraid.

by Keith Sheridan
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Dyasanti

Flash Fiction

Dyasanti is based in Jakarta, but can be located in Doha from time to time. A researcher by
day; writes as a form of self-care at night. 23 with a lot of figuring out to do.
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Kitchen Keepsakes
Stepping inside the kitchen felt wrong, somehow.
The orange tiles looked just as I remember from third grade. The shade was closer to brown,
and the seams were cement grey, washed out and thinned from 3 generations of careless
footsteps and cracked heels. They had kept the same stainless steel sink for over 20 years
now, problem-free drainage, because my grandmother was a beast at cleaning. The stove
may have undergone some changes, I'm not really sure—they said they used to cook on
wood, and I always wondered when they began using electric stoves.
We're 19 and 23 now, our younger cousins are in high school, none of us even visits this
house on the regular anymore. We were only there because our great uncle had died, and
this was his home, and it felt a lot like we were saying goodbye to it too.
In the corner, stood a cupboard with a dish rack placed on top of it, 6 baby bottles perched
upside down on the cup slots as if they were still drying. One for each of his granddaughters.
We’re 19 and 23. If he couldn’t let go, how are we supposed to?

by Dyasanti
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International Feature

Poet:
Chad
Norman

Biography
His poems have appeared for the past 35 years in literary publications across Canada, as
well as a number of other countries around the world.
He hosts and organizes RiverWords: Poetry & Music Festival each year in Truro, NS., held at
Riverfront Park, the 2nd Saturday of each July.
In October 2016 he was invited by the Nordic Assn. for Canadian Studies to give talks on Canadian Poetry and read from his books at Borupgaard Gym in Copenhagen, and Risskov Gym
in Aarhus, as well as other readings in both cities and Malmo, Sweden. Because of that tour
Norman has started the manuscript, Counting Coins In Denmark And Sweden.
His most recent books are Selected & New Poems, from Mosaic Press, and Waking Up On
The Wrong Side of The Sky, from Grant Block Press, and a new book, Squall: Poems In The
Voice Of Mary Shelley, is due out Spring 2020, from Guernica Editions. Recently, he completed the manuscript, The Black Rum Poems, and presently works on a new manuscript, A
Small Matter of Inclusion.
In October of 2017 he read at various Eastern Canada venues in Kingston, Ottawa, and Montreal. And in the Fall of 2018 Norman will undertake a speaking/reading tour of Scotland,
Ireland, and Wales, as a celebration of literacy and Canadian Poetry.
His love of walks is endless.
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Welcome Chad, thank you for taking the time to chat to us. You have been a published
writer for 35 years, which is a massive feat. How and when did you start your writing
career?
I started my writing career when I was 15 years old, but certainly had no idea I was starting
anything other than capturing a scene which involved a 12 year old girl getting hit while
riding her bike. I was in Grade 11, coming home one afternoon after the day’s classes, sitting
in the back of my friend’s truck, when the traffic came to sudden stop. It was then I saw her
flying through the trees of a cherry orchard, and how she hit the ground. When I was doing
my homework that night I noticed some scrawl on the back of a scribbler, and to my
surprise I had written down a description of that terrible scene. At that moment I realized
time could be captured, but had no idea the poet within was
being born.
Later on, I began hanging out with rock-star wanna-bes, but all of them chose to be players,
and I was nominated to attempt the lyrics side of their jamming, which also led me further
into a longing to write, so I sold my guitars.
And one final influence, my father was a very difficult man to speak with, being a difficult
workaholic, so the only way we began to communicate was through post-it notes left stuck
to a fridge. It was then I understood the enormous power in putting words on paper.
As a poet, what is it that demands your attention to be written about, the most?
For years I have watched the human species, behaviour choices, and the decline of
intelligence. Being a long-term misanthrope hasn’t helped either, but strangely I continue to
have a large amount of love in my viewing, which has also become tolerance now that I am
approaching 60. However lately I have been swept up in a more urgent attention with
poems that are part of the manuscript I am writing, A Small Matter Of Inclusion, which
searches how I think and feel about the people who have chosen Canada to begin new lives,
having had to leave their homelands due to war and
political tensions.
Quite often poets are influenced heavily by their surroundings. Do you find yourself influenced by your Nova
Scotia landscape?
Yes, I have gone through phases where my surroundings
come first, and when I am caught up in them I allow
myself to be completely taken, be it natural influences
and voices, or more common topics others not from here
will still know and appreciate. For the most part when the
muses of locale choose me, I follow willingly because I
know they have come to teach
Chad takes inspiration from his
Nova Scotia Landscape
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Chad, Looking back on your poetic journey,
what would you say has/have been your
proudest moment/s as a writer?
If I were to look back at this moment I can
say without a doubt the proudest moment is
when my first poem was accepted for
publication, and I also received a $10 cheque
for it.

Finally, as you are embarking on your UK
tour, what do you hope to leave and/or
take away with you from the UK and Ireland?
As for my upcoming speaking/reading tour of
the UK and Ireland I hope to offer an
invitation for others to seek out poets from Canada, to read their works, discover their
books, and hopefully invite others to come and share their words. As for what I hope to take
away, well, I guess I will know more of that when the tour ends. But, at this point, I guess, to
take back the faces and kindness of those who come out and support all the events I have in
place.

Chad’s ‘Selected and
New Poems’ is
available to
purchase from:
http://www.mosaicpress.com/product/selected-new-poems/
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The Black Rum
for the Goslings family
No one knows it
like I do-the crow on the top
of a tree-my veins busy,
so much of the planet
is in me-I stand in the street
full of it,
the black rum,
what leads, what guides,
what translates into
more than being drunk;
it is a type of transport
away from the bills,
the household grind,
the abduction of money,
a type of being led
into that room of mine
where all the walls
are covered with words,
and the good air there
is filled with voices,
all of them mine
unchosen as of yet
trying to find the page,
the reliable route
back to the world.
by Chad Norman
from The Black Run Poems manuscript
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The Good in Us
for James Walsh, singer in StarSailor
When my passing through is over,
when a woman smiles as she cries,
when my country stops being involved,
when that involvement isn't about wars,
when my country is really a peace-keeper,
I will know the good in us.
As my living becomes a dying,
as a man cries as he smiles,
as my life no longer includes greed,
as that greed wakes up with guilt,
as my wish takes over all doubts,
I can know the good in us.
Our tears are caused by a voice,
our voices can never be just noise,
our routines own everything we own,
our homes do not need large yards,
our properties belong to unhappy strangers,
I should know the good in us.
To fall over the top of a piano,
to punch a clock in order to be abused,
to sit on one side of a dirty window,
to sip a blend of fine coffee and rum,
to cry when a branch sways slowly,
I claim the good in us.
The good in us.
The good in us.
I see into the troubled now,
and hear a song so loud
I wonder if anyone else
can hear it, no, I wonder
why it plays so loudly for me,
I wonder if all of you
also feel and believe in
the good in us, knowing
it is there if we want it?
by Chad Norman
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The Arms of a Palestinian Woman
What am I watching
late summer mystery
above my home
in the form of a number,
gulls in a crazed flight
as if my mind can say
it is some kind of mating,
all of them there never before
or did I miss this
in years gone by, days too,
all of it leaving me
to think about another beauty
my head lifts for, my eyes
stay pinned by, a sight I
am stopped for, the arms
of a Palestinian woman.
She on a daily basis deals with
what the American gov’t openly funds
a nearby country the bible promotes,
the precious Is Rye Elle, she
watches from a window left unopened
on purpose for a certain dust
to enter, to end up on the arms
of a Palestinian woman.
I endure a constancy each night
as the programmed mouths begin
when a certain hour has been paid for,
the smile millions let into their homes,
let into their beliefs, the beloved news
they use to create who the stations
want & tell them to be, the channels
flickering on the arms
of a Palestinian woman.
She carries a longing left too long,
it has moved throughout her,
what war drives her to decide
when there is no need to hide,
she feels the hands of her children
holding onto the only part of her
left smooth, attractive, the part
some men see as beautiful as a
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sky full of gulls come and gone
like the arms of a Palestinian woman,
moving in ways like wings
meant to be a mystery, not to
shelter her young, to be a
scene never forgotten, the arms
of a Palestinian woman.

by Chad Norman

‘The Good In Us’ and
‘The Arms Of A Palestinian Woman’ are from the current manuscript
A Small Matter Of Inclusion.
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Karen Mooney

Hidden Gems

Photography

Collage of Photographs

Biography
Karen is an enthusiastic weekend snapper who enjoys capturing images from the
natural environment mainly around the Ards Peninsula.
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Sharon Jones

Poetry

Sharon Jones lives with her family in Co. Antrim and lectures in Education Studies with
Modern Languages at Stranmillis University College. She enjoys music, reading and writing.
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Milagro
Photographs cannot capture Cádiz.
Shutters and light yield fragments
of time framed on walls that shatter
and fall like empires. Ancestral streets
and the bulwark of the cathedral
act as testament; they point to the salt
of the sea. There is a sound check
on the bay. Filaments of flamenco float
the Atlantic through a park of ancient
trees. We take with us music; a sun-cast
causeway; the remembrance of myriad
stars on the skins of two small fish.

by Sharon Jones
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Ray Givans

Poetry

Ray Givans’s latest poetry collection (2017) is “The Innermost Room” , published by Poery
Salzburg Press, at the University of Salzburg.
r.givans@btinternet.com
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Parkanaur: View from a Window
Mr Doran, from hereabouts, Castlecaulfield,
made his fortune in America, heading up
The Cheerful Greeting Card Company.
I imagine, unlike my roly-poly Uncle Ray
he didn’t roll up on Main Street
in a big long Cadillac, puffing a Havana.
I imagine his calling was understated,
tea from a petite Belleek china cup;
he and Rev. Eakins in a tete-a-tete at the Manse.
The year was 1955. Mr Doran wrote a cheque,
acquired a Tudor-style manor house and estate
at Parkanaur, made available to his Reverend friend.
Go forward ten years, I am standing
in the manor’s kitchen, licking cake mix from a spatula.
My mother disputes Madge’s claim to be Billy Fury’s cousin.
I have moved to a drawing-room, silk curtains and deep pile carpet.
A full-size billiard table, I’d only seen in magazines;
the green baize a field stretching to the horizon.
A kitchen porter, on his break, might have shown me
how to hold the cue, strike the white, cannon off yellow and red.
I recall the hush of those rooms, like a morning mist
settled on our village countryside.
Ghost-like presences would limp or shuffle past.
Stanley, the stand-out presence is locked in my memory.
Stanley, only child of Rev. and Mrs Eakins,
on crutches, in callipers, in clumsy orthopaedic boots.
His staccato movements, his indistinct speech.
When Rev. and Mrs Eakins closed their bedroom door
what looks passed between them? When they gazed out from the window
their eyes might have rested on two parasol beech trees
once hidden in woods, replanted in
the ornamental park around the manor house –
A rarity in the world of things botanical –
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branches grow down, touch the ground,
create a tent-like space within. On entering
they’d touch the twisted branches, rub against
a trunk resembling the vertebrae of a deformed giant.
Yet, all the light within the tented space
is tinged with the fresh green of newly opened leaves.

by Ray Givans
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Featured Poet
Katie Donovan

Biography
Katie Donovan was born in 1962 and spent her youth on a farm near Camolin in Co. Wexford. She studied at Trinity College Dublin and at the University of California at Berkeley. She
spent a year teaching English in Hungary, 1987-1988. She moved back to Dublin where she
worked for “The Irish Times” for 13 years as a journalist in the Features Dept. She qualified
as an Amatsu practitioner (a form of Japanese osteopathy) in 2002 and continues to practice
part-time. She was Writer-in-Residence for DunLaoghaire/ Rathdown 2006-8 and has taught
many courses in IADT Dun Laoghaire (2006-13). She was a lecturer in Creative Writing, with
a focus on poetry, in NUI Maynooth 2015-17. She has just completed a course in Somatic Experiencing. She has two children, Phoebe and Felix.
Kate has published five books of poetry, all with Bloodaxe Books, UK. Her most recent, “OffDuty” appeared in September 2016. It was shortlisted for the Irish Times/Poetry Now Prize,
2017. She is the 2017 recipient of the O’Shaughnessy Award for Irish Poetry. Her first collection, “Watermelon Man” appeared in 1993. Her second, “Entering the Mare”, was published
in 1997; and her third, “Day of the Dead”, in 2002. “Rootling: New and Selected Poems” appeared in 2010.She is also working on a novel for children.
She is co-editor of “Ireland’s Women: Writings Past and Present”. She is the author of “Irish
Women Writers: Marginalised by Whom?” (Raven Arts Press, 1988, 1991) and is the co-editor of “Dublines” (Bloodaxe, 1996), an anthology of writings about Dublin
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Katie, we are delighted to meet with you. Firstly, can you tell the readers about how you
got into writing, and in particular, poetry?
I loved reading from an early age. When I was only 4 years old I told everyone that I was
going to be a writer. All through school, both primary and secondary, I was most happy
when we were given assignments to write creatively. In my free time I spent hours writing
poetry and short stories. As a teenager I had poems and a story published on the New Irish
Writing page of the “Irish Press” edited by the legendary David Marcus. When I was in
Trinity as an undergraduate I was a founder member of the D.U. Literary Society. Every
week we ran a workshop and discussed our writing. I was producing mostly poems at that
time, and so my special connection with poetry began.
It wasn’t that I liked reading poetry more than any other genre. In fact, fiction has always
been my preferred reading material. But, in terms of my own creative outlet, there was
something about the impact I could achieve with a poem that I found highly satisfying - a
few well-chosen words or a potent image can cut through to the essence of a feeling or
situation.

You have had five collections of poetry published, including your most recent collection
‘Off Duty’. What do you find is the most challenging aspect of getting a collection of work
ready to go to print?
Being organised! I write a lot, and - although I have the occasional blissful experience of
writing a poem that is publishable without much tweedling - mostly I have to do a lot of
rewriting. About two thirds of my poems are never good enough to publish, but I have to
make every poem as finished as I can before I decide whether it makes the cut.
Then comes the painful process of figuring out what sort
of sequence works best. I have a bad habit of repeating
certain favourite words, so I have to watch out for that
and try to find synonyms.
The overall theme of the book reveals itself as the
poems accumulate. Poems that don’t fit the theme but
are publishable, get saved for a subsequent outing.
I love choosing a cover image, but when the book is
complete and I am holding it in my hand, there is a
hollow feeling of letting go. Once a part of me, the book
is now a separate thing, and that involves a loss, and a
lot of anxiety about being seen.
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Who or what have been your main inspirations as a writer?
One of my first inspirations for living as a creative practitioner is my great aunt Phoebe
Donovan. She was a painter. I live in her house now and I still think of her as a formative
influence. She spent decades perfecting her art, without being bothered much by the
vagaries of fashion and the whims of cliques. She lived simply and kept painting.
The poets I studied at school and university were almost all men. Because of his interest in
myth and in the depths of the human psyche, Yeats was a particular favourite from the
start. Later I tuned into Irish women poets, notably Nuala Ni Dhomhnaill, Eavan Boland,
Mary O’Malley and Paula Meehan. Outside of the Irish scene, I return, over and over, to the
poetry of Miroslav Holub and Sharon Olds.
In fiction I have always admired William Faulkner for his narrative experimentation, the
beauty and ferocity of his language, and his capacity to explore the family dynamic in all its
imperfections.
If you had to choose, what’s been the most exciting point of your career so far?
I remember when I received a large package from Bloodaxe Books. I was 29 years old, and
thought this was going to be yet another rejection for my first collection of poems,
Watermelon Man. I was standing in my bedsit, ironing, wondering whether to get the bad
news over with right away. I steeled myself. I ripped open the package, only to find a fat
contract and an enthusiastic acceptance. I thought I had died and gone to heaven.
The other highlight of my long poetry-writing career came last year when I went to St Paul in
Minnesota to receive the Lawrence O’Shaughnessy Award for Irish Poetry. I stood at the
awards ceremony, having made my rather inarticulate acceptance speech, a ridiculous grin
on my face. I had been waiting 35 years to win a prize for my poetry and the moment had
finally arrived.
From your research into the area of the marginalisation of female writers,
what do you believe have been the biggest contributing factors? Do you
believe times have changed and that the balance is being readdressed?
I wrote a pamphlet “Irish Women Writers – Marginalised by Whom?”
(Raven Arts Press) in 1988 and a few years later co-edited the anthology
“Ireland’s Women – Writings Past and Present?” (published in Ireland, the
UK and the US; my co-editors were Brendan Kennelly and A. Norman
Jeffares). The research involved in these publications prompted me to present lectures on
Irish women writers as a way of reclaiming so many lost and forgotten talents. Throughout
the 1990s I gave these lectures in venues from the Sorbonne (Paris) to Odense (in Denmark),
but most often to American undergraduates. I helped to open the eyes of many students of
Irish literature. I was keen for Irish women writers to be seen alongside their male
counterparts, as writers who addressed similar themes and social concerns, but with their
own special perspective.
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What held Irish women writers back?
Lack of access to education; lack of access to contraception; lack of access to “the old boys’
club” of male-dominated publishers and editors; lack of role models; lack of a sense of
entitlement; lack of self-confidence. Lack of money is still a big problem. Most writers need
to have a day job in order to survive, especially those who choose to have children, and this
limits their time for writing.
When I was a young poet there were very few women poets whom I could look to as role
models. But I did have Eavan Boland and Nuala Ni Dhomhnaill. They encouraged me and by
their example I felt that I too could claim an audience for my work.
Nowadays there are many
successful women writers,
both in Ireland and abroad,
providing plenty of role
models. However, the
received notion of the Irish
literary canon remains maledominated and that may
take decades to change.
Initiatives like Chris Murray’s
“Fired!” are helping to
promote such change.
Katie reading at the recent
Fired! Event at Aspects
Festival

Lastly Katie, what are you currently working on and what are your plans for the next year?
I am writing new poems for my next collection, which is in a state of fluid evolution. Some of
the new poems have been published already, in magazines and anthologies. I wrote
“Arachne’s Metamorphosis” especially for Metamorphic: 21st Century Poets Respond to
Ovid (edited by Nessa O’Mahony and Paul Munden, Recent Work Press, 2017), which was
exciting. Normally I find it hard to write to a set theme, but, after a few false starts, I
managed to put together a poem I really liked.
I continue to whittle away at fiction projects, and I’m currently finishing a middle grade
fantasy novel for children.
You can find out more about Katie and where to purchase her collections at:
Website: KatieDonovan.com
Twitter handle @katiedon5
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Yearn On
I want you to feel
the unbearable lack of me.
I want your skin
to yearn for the soft lure of mine;
I want those hints of red on your canvas
to deepen in passion for me:
carmine, burgundy.
I want you to keep stubbing your toe
on the memory of me;
I want your head to be dizzy
and your stomach in a spin;
I want you to hear my voice
in your ear, to touch your face
imagining it is my hand.
I want your body to shiver and quiver
at the mere idea of mine.
I want you to feel as though
life after me is dull, and pointless,
and very, very aggravating;
that with me you were lifted
on a current you waited all your life to find,
and had despaired of finding,
as though you were wading
through a soggy swill of inanity and ugliness
every minute we are apart.
I want you to drive yourself crazy
with the fantasy of me,
and how we will meet again, against all odds,
and there will be tears and flowers,
and the vast relief of not I,
but us.
I am haunting your dreams,
conducting these fevers
from a distance,
a distance that leaves me weeping,
and storming,
and bereft.

by Katie Donovan
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Entering the Mare
(the inauguration of an Irish chieftain, as observed by Gerald
of Wales in the 12th century)
She stamps and shivers,
her white coat vainly shrugging,
as the would-be chieftain
plunges in, burying deep
his puny, acrid man's seed,
between her fragrant haunches.
The Goddess lives
in her fine rearing head,
the pink stretch of her lips,
the wide, white-haried nostrils.
Her hoof
might have crippled him,
her tail
whipped out his arrogant eyes.
Insteads she jerks clumsily,
trying to escape
the smell of his hand.
Later he swims
in the soup of her flesh,
sucking on her bones,
chewing the delicate morsels
of her hewn body.
He has entered the Goddess,
slain and swallowed her,
and now bathes in her waters a greedy, hairy, foetus.
Rising from her remains
in a surge of steam her stolen momentum he feels a singing
gallop through his veins:
a whinnying, mane-flung grace
rippling down his spine.
Riding off on the wings
of the divine Epona,
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he lets loose his dogs
to growl over her skeletal remnants,
the bloody pickings
in the bottom of his ceremonial bath.

by Katie Donovan

Both “Yearn On” and “Entering the Mare” first appeared “Entering the Mare” (Bloodaxe
Books) and both also appear in “Rootling: New and Selected Poems” (Bloodaxe Books, 2010).
“Yearn On’ is included in the bestselling anthology “Staying Alive: real poems for unreal
times” edited by Neil Astley, (Bloodaxe Books, 2002)
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Operation
In the hospital,
gowned in gauzy cloth,
he is prepped;
his limbs so thin,
his head bursting with the tumour,
with knowing that wrestling
the thing out may kill him.
All day the cutters and stitchers
are at work, slicing from lip
to clavicle, sawing bone,
careful not to snick an artery,
gouging a flap from his thigh
to patch the gap
where the tumour hid
thriving in its secret lair.
When it's out and they have fixed the jaw
with a steel plate;
rivetted the long L-shape
of the wound he lies arrayed
with tubes and drains.
He floats in the shallows
of the anaesthetic,
his breath echoing eerily
from the hole in his throat,
his face utterly still.
The night before the operation
he read "Peter Pan"
to our children,
and in the morning
he surrendered;
waving from the trolley,
as if to clutch a last particle
of the life we figured for him,
as if to let it fall.
by Katie Donovan
from “Off Duty”, Bloodaxe Books, 2016
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Jayne Marek

White A

Photography

Photography

Biography
Jayne Marek’s newest collections are the full-length books In and Out of Rough Water (Aldrich Press, 2017) and The Tree Surgeon Dreams of Bowling (Finishing Line Press, 2018), the
artist chapbook Why Horses? Red Mare #13 (Red Mare, 2017), and the pamphlet River Triptych (Red Bird Chapbooks, 2017). She has received two fellowships from the National Endowment for the Humanities for literary scholarship. Twice nominated for a Pushcart Prize,
she has published poetry and art photos in Amsterdam Quarterly, The Lake, Grub
Street,Bunbury Magazine, The Cortland Review, Silk Road, Women’s Studies Quarterly, Notre
Dame Review, River Poets, Raven Chronicles, Spillway, and elsewhere.
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Claire Loader

Flash Fiction

Claire Loader was born in New Zealand and spent several years in China before moving to
County Galway, Ireland, where she now lives with her family. A photographer and writer,
she was a recent finalist in the Women Speak poetry competition and blogs
at www.allthefallingstones.com. Her work has appeared in various publications, including
Crannóg, Dodging The Rain and Pendora.
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Stay Awake
Stay awake, that’s all I have to do, otherwise they promised to take him away. Spread my
thinning skin that little further, to match my thinning sanity. I don’t know who is coming,
only that they are. Sleep cannot be afforded in peril, and that’s just where we were, a silent
midnight battle with a looming, faceless threat.
It had been three weeks since we left the hospital, three weeks of restless nights. Amidst
the nappies and the feeding, the wailing and the tears, a silent spectre waited, watching
from the dark. Then one night a voice rasping, calling from the gloom. Its menace curling
around my throat, it reached out then for his.
Close your eyes my daring, let the boy be mine.
I couldn’t tell my husband, he’d think that I’d gone mad, and perhaps in fact I had, my eyes
bloodshot and red.
Just stay awake, just stay awake.
They said it wouldn’t be easy, sleep now while you can, with no mention of this terror, visible just to me. So, I sit here slowly rocking, my eyes fixed upon his bed, as I try to fight the
demons lurking, waiting in my head.

by Claire Loader
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Barbara Hunt

Poetry

Barbara E. Hunt applies her poet’s heart to many genres (along with a decade overseeing a
writers’ conference in Ontario, Canada ending 2016). She has literary journals, anthologies
and magazines across North America, the U.K., Europe and Australia to her credit; current
writings (free) on WATTPAD and enjoys kudos for her second release, a poetry/colouring
book called Devotions (Dec 2017).
www.writersplayground.ca
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Cartography
(Ancient Micronesian Stick Charts)
Must we learn from the Marshallese
to navigate our oceans – island to island
of loss without compass or sextant
in ancient tradition? To replicate with
our own salt-bleached bones instead of midrib
coconut fronds, first an abstract Mattang
with its principles of reading how
each land-dot disrupts sea’s surge and swell.
Or a Meddo, who’s fretwork maps each island’s
relative location by knotting shells or noted
junction-points with strands ashen as hair
to document prevailing tidal swells, surface
wave-crests, preferred directions of approach.
Learning how each navigator’s self-same creation
is utilized, interpreted by them alone. So prized,
each journey – each stick chart of grief, that
they do not travel; rather are committed
to memory. Should any voyage require it,
a Rebbelib could display on open frame
the entire island chain. Comes the time,
learn crouching low to lay prone in our vessels.
To listen, to hear, to feel our hull orient itself
whether to fierce pitching or to a sanguine
under-lapping roll. Then finally understand
that cartography scored in the bone
carries wisdom safe as home.
by Barbara Hunt
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Featured Poet
Shelley Tracey

Biography
Shelley Tracey, a South African writer and creative writing facilitator, lives in Northern
Ireland. Her first poetry collection, Elements of Distance, was published by Lapwing in 2017.
Shelley was Artist in the Community (Arts Council NI) in 2015, with an intercultural creative
writing project. She recently received a grant from the Lisburn and Castlereagh City Council
to write a handbook for teachers, Putting the Creative into Creative Writing: Developing
Confident Writers. Shelley is writer in residence in a primary school in Belfast. Her poems,
stories and articles about creativity are published in a range of journals.
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Shelley, many thanks for taking the time to chat with us. Firstly, can you tell us about
your South African roots and how you came to live in Northern Ireland? Do you think
these ‘roots’ run through your work?
While my roots are South African, they aren’t deeply embedded in South African soil. My
grandparents moved to Johannesburg from Latvia and Lithuania in the first decades of the
20th century, and my own parents were first-generation South Africans. My roots have
more to do with learning to shift and adjust and communicate in different kinds of voices
than they do with a sense of place and belonging. South Africa is a complex country which
poses questions about identity and value and diversity. I think these questions underpin a
lot of my writing.
As a South African, growing up in a multilingual family in a multilingual country, I have
always been fascinated by the relationship between language, politics and culture. Writing
poetry enables me to explore the spaces in between cultures, and the way in which
meanings shift from context to context.
I met my Northern Irish husband in South Africa, and moved over here with him and our
three small children in the early 1990s. Emigrating as an adult to a country where difference
isn’t always been valued has been challenging, but also a great source of creativity.
As a writer, what do you consider to be the most important elements when creating a
piece of poetry?
Difficult question to answer! These are some of the principles I work to:
To be true to the idea – to handle it gently and delicately, with a connoisseur’s touch, and
display it in the best possible way, so that the light falls on it and transforms it into a
moment out of time.
To respect the musical aspects of language, to be sensitive to its sounds and rhythms. I
think some of my poetry doesn’t come from my mind’s eye, but my mind’s ear.
To be patient and to wait – poetry takes its time, and can’t be forced. And when you have
corralled it, it rises up on its back legs, nostrils flaring, and takes off in a different direction.
To be unafraid of paring the poem back with a soft-bladed knife; I admire the sparseness
and leanness of the work of poets like Alice Oswald, Myra Vennard, Robert Bringhurst and
Moyra Donaldson, which allows for great imaginative leaps.
To recognise that poetry is the art of attempting to express something that is impossible
to express. It’s a subtle art, and sometimes it works, and sometimes it doesn’t. And one
poem can mean many different things to different people.
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Your new collection of poetry ‘Elements of Distance’ published by Lapwing has recently
been released. What are the main themes running through your collection?
The themes are personal and global aspects of
distance, including relationships, loss, and the impact
of migration and discrimination. The title of the
collection is a phrase from the second poem,
Waterlines, which addresses one of the main themes
of Elements of Distance: dislocation and dispossession.
I also play with metaphors of geographical distance,
and alienation and closeness. My poems are also about
language, and how it can create new realities and
challenge discrimination.
On a broader note, tell us a bit about your career as a writer, mentor and facilitator. In
particular, your current role as the Project Co-Ordinator for LAVA.
I’ve been writing since I was very young, and
have had stories and poems published in a
range of anthologies and poetry magazines. I’ve
also written a lot of articles about creativity and
about using the arts in education and research.
When I was training adult literacy teachers at
Queen’s University Belfast, I encouraged them
to acknowledge and express their creativity. I
suppose it was from that time that I began to
take on a mentoring role in relation to writing
and creativity.
Since I left Queen’s in 2012, I have been doing a lot of creative writing facilitation. I feel
lucky to have had experience of working with many different kinds of groups -reminiscence
groups, writers with sight loss, groups in arts and community centres, to name a few. I’ve
recently completed my requirements for my poetry therapy qualifications; this involves
mentoring, creativity, and facilitating writing. This is the second year that I am writer in
residence in a primary school on Belfast.
I first got involved with the Community Arts Partnership about six or seven years ago as a
facilitator on the Poetry in Motion programme, with community groups and in schools. I
also co-wrote a book on intercultural arts practice with Conor Shields, CEO of Community
Arts Partnership. In my current role as Literature and Verbal Arts coordinator at the
Community Arts Partnership, I am responsible for Poetry in Motion in schools and the
community. This includes supporting writers to submit poems for the Seamus Heaney
Awards for achievement and for new writing. I also organise writing workshops and events –
we have had a great turnout and response to these.
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If you could pin-point a moment in your journey as a writer and facilitator, that you are
most proud of, or that is most memorable, what would it be?
In recent times, one of my most memorable moments was having my poem “Post Traumatic
Silence Disorder” longlisted for the Seamus Heaney Award for New Writing, and reading the
poem at the awards ceremony. The poem is about challenging silence; it’s on a tough
subject. Having this poem recognised means that the deep issues it explores have been
acknowledged. That means the world to me. I wondered before the awards ceremony if it
would be difficult to read the poem to an audience, but it was really empowering. I felt as if
I had found my voice. I also felt as if I was speaking out for people who are unable to do it
for themselves, for whatever the reason. As a person who is concerned about social justice,
that was a key moment for me.

A photograph taken by Shelley at a recent
stay at her favourite writer’s retreat, The
River Mill, owned and run by poet Paul
Maddern.
https://www.the-river-mill.co.uk/

You can purchase Shelley’s new collection here:
https://sites.google.com/a/lapwingpublications.com/lapwing-store/shelley-tracey

Follow Shelly on social media:

Twitter: @Shelleytracey
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/shelleypoet/
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Post Traumatic Silence Disorder
Eight Kinds of Silence
i) aftershock
blankness reinvent your future
bodybag your past
ii) the violence of silence
a multi-storey building
self-cremated
iii) your father’s usual taciturnity
amplified unspeakable acts
will not be discussed
iv) unspoken utterance
disgusted, disgusting
you are disgusting
v) mother’s response
avoids the story
speaks only about herself
vi) message in an undertone
shaming, your presence is shaming
perhaps you should have died
vii) the corpse with one sliced eye
photo shoved beneath your nose
by concrete block policeman:
Break your silence, say he did it
say yes, you can’t say no
if you will only lie
we can let the matter lie
you are a woman it doesn’t matter it doesn’t matter
viii) PTSD
woman kind cannot bear
the weight
of so much silence

by Shelley Tracey
First published in Resonance, Community Arts Partnership Anthology, CAP 2018 and
Longlisted for The Seamus Heaney Award for New Writing
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Waterlines
Response to a photograph of refugees from Burundi
1)
To give a presence to Invisibles,
a camera must work a magic,
capturing and shaping shadows.
Landless ghosts with unborn futures, buried pasts.
2)
Element of distance.
From Burundi’s chaos in a wooden boat,
Lake Tanganyika’s span.
In the Nyarugusu refugee camp,
Beatrice treads the same path day by day,
backwards and forwards to the pump.
Smear of wasted water over rusty soil.
3)
We used to speak of threads
that stretched but never tore,
songlines, storylines,
trajectories of hope.
Turn language inside out,
strip it down to rags,
words in thief’s clothing,
strung across the desert in disjointed lines.
Desperate journeys.
Lineage of absence, loss, despair.
by Shelley Tracey
Published in S. Tracey, Elements of Distance, 2017: Lapwing
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Words, 1
At the dead end of summer, eight floors above the carpark,
we listen while the doctor explains to us.
Outside the tired city yawns. My hands are cold.
We write down all the words: agitated, confused, meningitis,
pressure on the brain, complete the antibiotics, steroids,
lumbar puncture, brain scan, shunt still a possibility.
Possibility is a long long word with a tail curling at the end.
It doesn’t end abruptly, like the words dead or gone or bereft.
It starts with a whisper and takes a little leap into the unknown
right in the middle. Billity billity has a tiny resonance, a playfulness, a teasing.
Dad is in the ward, wrists yoked, he is distressed:
which could never be the opposite of stressed.
But his eyes are golden with a light I can’t describe
and his jokes come lightly, dancing.
I write the word father. Father. It takes a long soft breath,
flowing smoothly, then it falters, simply trickling away.

by Shelley Tracey
Published in Artemis Poetry, Issue 6, 2011.
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Lia Campbell

Photography

Christina’s Landscape
Photography
You can’t escape your roots
Christina’s Landscape focuses on the restrictive nature of our roots, questioning if we can
ever truly escape where we come from. The photo combines projected images of the Irish
landscape and highlights the authenticity of the natural world by juxtaposing it against the
artificial. Use of a man-made studio setup and facial makeup shows the distortion we all
face between our roots and what society shapes us to be. Lia was inspired by Andrew
Wyeth’s painting ‘Christina’s World’ (1953)

Biography
Lia is a Filmmaker and Photographer originally from Newtownards, County Down. She is
now based in both Dublin and Belfast and is completing a B/A honours degree in Film Production in IADT National Film school in Dun Laoghaire. She has written and directed several
short films including ‘Minnie’s Accomplice’, ‘Faded’ and ‘Iridesence’ and currently in postproduction for her latest Experimental Art film ‘Head-Rush.’ Her photograph ‘Christina’s
Landscape’ is part of a series of both photograph’s and an experimental art film which is
available to view on her Vimeo channel. Lia is currently studying a winter semester in Prague at the FAMU Internationale Film School as part of her degree.
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Gaynor Kane

Poetry

Gaynor Kane is a graduate of the Open University, with a BA (Hons) Humanities with Literature. She has had poetry published in the Community Arts Partnership’s ‘Poetry in Motion’
anthologies Resonance and Matter and in various journals in the UK, Ireland and America. In
2016, Gaynor was a finalist in the annual Funeral Services NI poetry competition. In June
2017, she was appointed as a member of the Non-Executive Board of Women Aloud NI. She
is working towards a first collection.
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Annadale, 22nd April 1914
Along the towpath, she stood silhouetted
against glistening Lagan ripples.
Knew we shared intent,
this suffragette unknown.
Showed each other simple arms:
paraffin, matches, rags. Walked silent
towards target, large chimney stacks
visible above treelined horizon.
Moonshine turned the roof’s Belfast blue
slates silvery, across the watery artery,
two hares, upright, almost nose-to-nose, sizing
the other up, wondering who’d thump first.
Across the garden, like Easter Bunnies hiding eggs,
we place the leaflets in the roots of apple trees,
low branches of soft fruits. Lined the tennis court,
with row upon row of ‘Votes for Women’.
Hitched our skirts, climbed the wall
with the ease of acrobats. She soap smeared
the window pane. I lifted broken
Belfast brick. Smash. Crinkled glass.
Descend basement staircase, stuff scented rags
in the pantry and hot-press. Struck matches,
dropped them, watched the flames ripple across
quarry tile floor, flickering tongues of our voice.
In the ballroom a golden dawn
had set the room aglow. The cobwebbed
chandeliers reflected light across shiny
surfaces of mirrors and gilded ornaments.
We waltzed, still unnamed strangers. After one
revolution, I looked into the black well
of my co-conspirator’s eyes, curtsied, left.
Never to see her again.
by Gaynor Kane
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Anne Marie Kennedy

Flash Fiction

Anne Marie Kennedy, MA in Writing, (NUI Galway), is an award winner writer,
performance poet, playwright, freelance journalist and creative writing teacher.
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Dolled Up
I’m happy to go there, my mother said, wherever ‘there’ is, because that’s where I’ll meet
her; your sister, my girleen, our angel.
Jealousy shrouded me, crowded in around the deathbed over a child who was special,
precious, next to me for a time, until the bastard reaper arrived and deprived us.
I watched as they wrenched her from my small mother’s lap, when the carpenter uncle slid
the white box tenderly towards her, and she lost it-lost the head she did and the mind then,
begged them to leave her for one more night- just one more night, she said the child was
getting warm by the fire again, but the holy women cajoled her, told her be quiet now for
the love a God and let the priest say the prayers.
I remember the wails out of her, and mine too, at four and a half, folded into a
grandmother, wanting the white doll’s dress off the yellow corpse sister.
Our christening robe, that’s what Marguerite wore to the burying.

by Anne Marie Kennedy
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Featured
Writer
Rosemary
Jenkinson

Biography
Rosemary Jenkinson was born in Belfast and was the 2017 Artist-in-Residence at the Lyric
Theatre. Her plays include The Bonefire (winner of the 2006 Stewart Parker BBC Radio
Award), Here Comes the Night, May the Road Rise Up, Lives in Translation and Michelle and
Arlene. Plays have been performed in Belfast, Dublin, London, Edinburgh, New York and
Washington DC. Her third book of short stories, Catholic Boy, was recently published by
Doire Press and is on sale at No Alibis and Eastside Visitor Centre.
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It’s a pleasure to chat with you Rosemary. Firstly, when did you first put pen to paper and
decide that you would write for an audience?
I was always writing stories as a child. I also kept a diary. I remember being at boarding
school which was often a tough place when one day the boarding mistress asked me if I
wanted to talk about it. I stayed quiet, so she said, ‘Ah, you speak with your pen,’ and she
was completely right as every day I wrote my heart out into my diary. My diary was my
therapist, my confidante and my theatre space.
I first started writing plays when I was thirty four so I was a late starter, especially since the
theatre scene worships youth. The idea of writing for an audience isn’t of prime importance
to me. Good writing is a pleasure to do in itself, whether private or public. However, when I
do write plays, there’s often an exploding spark backlighting my brain which says, ‘Wake
your audience, shock them, give them a thrill, say the unsayable.’ So I do.
You have stated in the past how you like to be called an ‘Irish Writer’. Why is this title
important to you?
For a start, the term ‘British writer’ would be fairly meaningless even if you wanted to use it,
as it encompasses the hotchpotch of England, Wales, Scotland and Northern Ireland and is
probably best characterised these days by an identity vacuum. I wrote in The Irish Times
that I may be a Belfast Protestant but I consider myself an Irish writer because I admire how
valued contemporary writers are in the South and I consider my writing with its black
humour and loquaciousness to be from an Irish tradition. Why would I ever call myself a
Northern Irish writer when the arts here are constantly cut and the only writers who are
really revered are dead i.e. Seamus Heaney and C.S. Lewis?
In regards to your play-writing, what would you consider to be your biggest
achievement/s?
My biggest achievement would be getting my play, Here Comes the Night, produced on the
main stage of the Lyric. I’ll never forget sitting in the packed auditorium on that first night,
feeling the buzz of the audience, and thinking to myself, ‘Great. Tonight we’re really going
to entertain you.’
Other achievements would be getting my plays on in America, winning the Stewart Parker
BBC Radio Award and being the Lyric artist-in-residence. To be honest, I have to say that a
big achievement is overcoming my failures! But I’m not going to tell you about those. As
George Bernard Shaw said, ‘Write your sad times in sand, write your good times in stone.’
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You recently published a collection of short stories with Doire
Press called ‘Catholic Boy’, can you tell us a little about this
collection?
It’s always hard to sum up a collection of fourteen diverse short
stories, but Catholic Boy is a portrayal of relationships in
contemporary NI – some protagonists yearn for physical love,
some for escape, some for peace of mind, some even for alcohol!
Short stories are brilliant for providing insight into current
society. The divided nature of Belfast features strongly in stories
like One City, Two Tours while stories like Love History are all
about modern sexual mores.
As a playwright and a writer of short stories, do you ever feel yourself drawn to one genre
more than another, or torn between the two, at given times? Do they complement each
other; or vie for your attention, like two children would?
I definitely feel divided by plays and short stories. They clash rather than complement each
other and are more like competing lovers than children – theatre is the flashy guy, short
story is the quiet, sexy one - but it’s really important to be ‘ambiliterary’. Two talents are
better than one. Often in the world of plays I have to work to a theatre’s schedule, so I
spend long periods waiting for feedback which I can fill with writing short stories.
Finally Rosemary, what have you up your sleeve in the next 12 months?
I have some mights and maybes which is always the way with
theatre. Possibly a Brexit play with the Lyric, possibly a new
Michelle and Arlene, but I will definitely (famous last words!)
have a new play on in February with c21, called I Shall Wear
Purple, about art and ageing.

You can purchase ‘Catholic Boy’ here:
https://www.doirepress.com/writers/m_z/rosemary_jenkinson/
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The Ideal Man
This is the year, Jess thought. This year I will get married.
No more fibbers, cheaters, losers, boasters, bleaters, control-freaks or
working class heroes. This year she was going to be ruthless with men and find a good, kind
one to settle down with. She was thirty-four, her biological clock was racing, her eggs zinging
around in there like ball bearings in a pinball machine. Within a year I plan to be married and
pregnant, she said. She even told her friend to be ready at the end of the year to sing ‘Ave
Maria’ at her wedding. And provisionally booked another friend to sing ‘Wild Thing’.

Jess threw away all her old business cards with men's numbers (well, she
kept one just in case she really did need a plumber one day). She thought of going on an
exercise regime but there was really no point in putting herself out of everyone’s league and
the truth was she stood more of a chance meeting a man down a kebab shop at two thirty
a.m. than in a health spa at dawn. Instead she enrolled in lots and lots of evening classes to
meet new people. Finally, at the end of April she found him, or rather stumbled upon him,
since they were both lost in the huge, Orwellian education complex.

His name was Stephen and he was a graphic designer and twenty seven
which was perhaps a bit young, but that was okay because he was balding and looked older.
Choosing the age of your future partner was a lifestyle choice, rather like choosing to live in
the country or in a city. She wasn’t fussy about wealth. She didn’t insist on a man with his own
house and car, just a man with a double bed. The main point was that he was nice and all his
friends were going steady with girls, so on the peer pressure front, things were looking good.

He seemed a perfect match except that to him the words 'perfect match'
denoted football - but then it was better than having no interests at all or have them try to
hijack your own interests, wasn't it? He was young and attractive, but then again there were
those worrying revelations of mental instability in his family, he still went home at the
weekend and got his mother to do his washing, and the word 'bitch' featured too much in his
vocabulary. Although he knew in Thursday night's pub quiz the name of Queen Elizabeth I's
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mother, he hadn't a clue about Jess's mother and showed absolutely no inclination to be
interested in her family and, besides, balding wasn't the sort of thing you should knowingly
pass on genetically to any child.

She didn't sleep with him because she wanted to keep his devotion on the
boil. She knew she could change him for the better but it troubled her, especially after her
French flatmate mentioned that she was very hard on him. Then one stormy morning she was
travelling to work with a hangover and she looked out of her car window and saw a man
walking by in the street and the little flap of his jacket lifted up to reveal a perfect ass. She
told herself I want a husband, not a perfect ass. And she looked again because thinking about
sex always took away the pain of a hangover and saw how the fabric of his suit shuddered
and shook with shimmering liquidity up and down his whole body. The party animal in her
started to growl though she told it to shut up.

She thought of men slender and carved, looked at the Frenchman she
shared a flat with, his skin as honey as halva, a man who could cook and nurture, resinous as
sandalwood. Stephen only rented a flat and planned to spend his next pay-check on laser
surgery for his eyes, but she wanted a baby soon. Yet, who was perfect? Yes, the Frenchman
had curly dark hair she longed to take up in her teeth but he sat talking with his girlfriend for
one hour on the phone every night. He looked ideal but he was too clingy, not to mention a
little on the short side (which of course would mean you couldn’t wear heels on your wedding
day) and, anyway, his brother was far too loud and might be a potential embarrassment at
family functions.

She was sitting with Stephen watching Jamie Oliver on T.V. who said, 'stick
it in, pop it in, dip it in, give it a good old shake...' and that was the night it crashed and burned,
yearned and spurned and she threw love out in a body bag almost with relief. Stephen cried
at first but said he understood and later he left almost cheerfully. ‘Thank you for brightening
up my summer,’ he said, making her feel like a disposable light bulb.

And for the next months she went slumming it, largeing it up joyously on
brambling, rootless nights, giving herself up to men with bodies like driftwood. Maybe she
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was infertile anyway and the whole family thing was a dream. Maybe she'd be better off going
to Africa and saving the gorilla. One man asked why she didn't want a relationship and why
she'd never been married.

'Because I'm scared of seeing them as ideal or them seeing me as ideal,'
she said, stretching out on the faded flowers of the sheet, and that was as close to the truth
as it got.

By Christmas she was pale and tired, all partied out and shot to bits. She
knew what she wanted now and was determined to get it.

This is the year, Jess thought. This is the year I will get married.

by Rosemary Jenkinson

‘The Ideal Man’ was published in ‘Catholic Boy’ by Doire Press.
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Kersten Christianson

Poetry

Kersten Christianson is a raven-watching, moon-gazing, Alaskan. When not exploring the
summer lands and dark winter of the Yukon, she lives in Sitka, Alaska. She holds an MFA in
Creative Writing (University of Alaska Anchorage). She is the author of Something Yet to Be
Named (Aldrich Press, 2017) and What Caught Raven’s Eye (Petroglyph Press,
2018). Kersten is the poetry editor of the quarterly journal, Alaska Women
Speak. www.kerstenchristianson.com
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96% of the universe
is made up of the dark
and unknown

Dabble too long
in the night
and your eyes
sharpen

Read text
by shape
shadow
and star

Wander
in aimless
flight
Pursue

this glimmer
and sheen
into the blue
dark of morning

by Kersten Christianson
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Andrew Wells

Poetry

Andrew Wells is a writer and publisher whose work has appeared in 3:AM Magazine, Amberflora,
Lighthouse Literary Journal, Bare Fiction, Fanzine, and others. He is the founding editor of HVTN
Press and is Assistant Editor for The Interpreter's House.
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notion potion
Jimmy just misses asking if combined his shoulders
are a lecturn asking how does the deltoid come to play
and is there longing that is to say when does a long face
come to mean so in the dark among the dark pine because
to long is to go no higher than pine if the park denotes
longing when nothing is to be longed for but the train doors closing

nobody hears the second
because that second is a second and there can be

no further unpacking

of the image of parallel trains

Jimmy remembers his dry lip sore bleeding on demand

by Andrew Wells
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a note after

Featured
Musician
Donna Kernan

Biography

Having trained at East 15 Acting School London, Donna has been a successful actress and
singer for over 38 years working in numerous theatre productions performing hits from
musicals including West Side Story, Godspell and theatre companies across the UK and
Ireland. Donna has toured award-winning shows such as Playboy of the Western World to
America, Canada, Turkey and Egypt to name but a few destinations. Donna has had a varied
career such as making all the crowns for Riverdance world tours, voiceover artist and has
worked extensively in TV and film both in front of and behind the camera . In the last 18
months Donna has been working with David Kinsella Productions as a Dialogue Coach and
Assistant Director travelling to Arizona and Norway, filming the upcoming feature films The
Wall, The Whisperers and most recently The Promise. She currently runs Donna’s Drama for
children of all ages in Bangor where many of her children have been cast in film and TV
productions. Over the years Donna has sung and recorded with various bands and latterly
with her own band, Drop of the Pure.
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Donna, tell us about how you first got into music?
I first began singing from a very early age. My Dad has a great love of music and we would
always be singing. Plus, Daddy ran a hotel in Portrush and we
had bands on every week- which I never missed and sang
every opportunity I had. When I was 13, I performed
alongside the likes of Jimmy Nesbitt and Mark Carruthers in
Oliver at the Riverside Theatre Coleraine. I continued my love
of singing and performing and as a result of that show, we
launched a youth theatre, that then became the renowned
Ulster Youth Theatre- directed majorly by Michael Poynor.
Through UYT we performed in many musical shows such as
West Side Story, Godspel and Oh What a Lovely War- to name
but a few. And indeed, many of us pursued careers in acting,
as indeed I did, spending many years after drama school
performing and touring extensively with shows and
productions around the world.

How would you describe your musical style? What are your inspirations?
I would describe my musical tastes as varied- from punk to folk; from dance music to rock;
and of course- musicals. I truly enjoy singing folk, ballads and country, and the various
bands I've been in over the years, have mostly been folk and country.
I was inspired from an early age by musicians such as Linda Ronstadt, James Taylor, Horslips,
the legend that is Dolly Parton, and latterly Cara Dillion and the Dixie Chicks.
As a Buddhist, music keeps me inspired, and I have a particular love of lost-world music. I
recognise the importance of music, having worked with an ethnomusicologist and had the
good fortune of learning ancient songs that would otherwise be lost if she hadn’t worked
with them and passed these beautiful pieces on. This is something that I also continue to do
through my own music workshops with both children and adults.

As a musician, what has been your proudest moment?
Oh goodness I've a few proudest moments other than the two
beautiful boys we have. I guess singing with my band Sasta in 2000 at
the Hammersmith Apollo to 3000 people with a back drop of the
murals of Belfast showing whilst we sang plus I guess creating crowns
for Riverdance and the fact they are continuing to use the 100s of
crowns I created for them to this day. Almost singing for Cyprus in The
Eurovision way back in 1996

Donna recently singing at a
wedding in Italy
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Not only are you a musician, but you are also an actress, drama teacher and jewellery
maker. Tell us a little about your other talents!
Alongside singing and acting, I have a love of all things creative. I've always made jewellery
and spent years creating headwear for brides and jewellery for film and TV, in particular,
Riverdance.
I love teaching drama and voice to the wonderful children that attend my acting and drama
classes Donna's Drama on a Tuesday afternoon at the Marquis Hall in Bangor. Every week, I
also delight in teaching my budding actors with Down Syndrome and love to see how much
they get from my drama group.
Lately, I have been working on film as a Dialogue Coach and Assistant Director, which has
taken me to wonderful locations, such as- Arizona and Norway. I am delighted that a local
film we worked on called The Wall directed by David Kinsella (which is now available on
Amazon) scooped the award for Best Human Rights Feature at The Galway film Festival!

Finally, what exciting things are you involved in presently and in the near future?
I take joy in having any opportunity to sing. The exciting events I have on the horizon are:
continuing to teach my very rewarding classes and also some more film projects.
I have not long finished directing and working on a fundraising video for a local children's
charity Reverse the Trend and I was delighted that over eighteen of my students featured in
the video.
So, more directing is to follow, and I am always so grateful that Amy, Paul and Alice ask me
to be part of events at The Blackberry Path Studios. It is a magical treasure that we have
here in Bangor.
Follow Donna on Social Media:
https://www.facebook.com/Dropofthepure/
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Donna Kernan and Donna’s Drama
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Winter Themed
Submission Call- Issue Six
(1st Oct- 1st Nov)
For Issue Six
Launching at midnight on 1st December 2018.
We are looking only for themed work for this issue:
Winter/ Seasonal/ Christmas or New Year themed
poetry, flash fiction, art and photography.
The window for submissions is 1st October through to
midnight 1st November 2018.
Please ensure to follow the guidelines as set out below. Please
remember to send a photo and a short third person biography
alongside your submission, even if you have submitted to us before.

Full submission guidelines
can be found at:
thebangorliteraryjournal.com
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